Walton High School Chorus

Fall Concert

6 & 8 p.m.

October 21, 2019

Walton High School Theater

Dr. Catherine Mallanda, Principal

Dr. Jana Williams, Director

Mrs. Maggie Allyn, Assistant Director

Mrs. Laurel Harrell, Collaborative Pianist

Mrs. Lyn Taylor, Collaborative Pianist
Tonight's Program

RAIDER SINGERS
(6 p.m. only)

Things That Never Die ........................................................................................................ Dengler
When You Go A-courtin' ..................................................................................................... American Folk Song arr. Benson

BEL CANTO

Lux Aeterna ......................................................................................................................... Roueché
Soloists: Ella Caraway, Sophia Goldemund, Olivia Hudson
I'll Give My Love an Apple ................................................................................................. Daley

MEN'S ENSEMBLE

Tell My Father ....................................................................................................................... Wildhorn arr. Ramsey

Vladimir Yampolsky, violin

Loch Lomond ......................................................................................................................... Traditional Scottish arr. Quick
Soloists: L. B. Peterson and Zaim Zibran

VARiSITY WOMEN

Flight Song .............................................................................................................................. Arnesen

Sih'r Khalaq .......................................................................................................................... Papoulis

CAMERATA SINGERS

Ilohonolofatsa ...................................................................................................................... South African Greeting Song arr. Jackson

Paul Stevens, djembe
Soloists: Sophia Faust, Andrew Current, Olivia Dao, Thomas Herrera,
Nandita Thayyl, Sofia Estrella, Paris Tran, Tony Keaton

O Love ....................................................................................................................................... Hagenberg

SELECT WOMEN'S ENSEMBLE

Muusika ..................................................................................................................................... Uususberg

Ubi caritas et amor .................................................................................................................. Arnesen

A CAPELLA

Flower of Beauty .................................................................................................................... Clements

Unclouded Day ....................................................................................................................... Alwood arr. Kirchner

THE CHOIRS OF WALTON

Alma Mater ............................................................................................................................. Billings arr. Gustafson
Kiss Him Goodbye ................................................................................................................ DeCarlo, Leka, Frashu
Soloists: Rya Hollaran, Luke Crisler, Sydney Barrett
Raider Singers

AVA ABBOTT        SETH COHEN         DAVIS KAMBIES      CLAIRE PETERSON
SHARYN ACCARDI   HANNAH COLEMAN      JESSIE KARRH       MACKENZIE PITTMAN
CAMERON ADLER     CHASE CONNOR       TYLER KASETA       ABDIGAIL PORTER
ALEXANDRA ALTERMAN MADDY CONRAD      ARDEN KEETER       JORDYN PRICE
AJINKYA ARGONDA   CARMEN COOK        TANYA KHURANA      SIMMI PURI
MAYOWA BABALOLA   EMILY CYBUL        AYA KING           ASHLEY RICE +
BRYNN BAILEY      COOPER DAVIS       GRANT KINZER       MACKENZIE RILEY
TY BAKER          AVERY DEMOSS       HAILEY KLIM        KATE SALANDY
GABRIELLE BANKS   MIKYAYA DIAMOND    PARKER KNABB        KATIE SCOTT +
JULIA BAPTISTA    MICAH DILLON       LINDSEY LANDERS     AUSTIN SEELEY
SAMUEL BELTRAN +  LETICIA DOSANJOS   RYAN LATHEM        NIKHIL SHAH
ELLE BENOIT       JAKE DOUTRE         GRANT LESLIE       HAYDEN SHOUP
DYLAN BHATIA      ABBY DUNHAM        NOYA LEVI           MAX SIMMONS
NANCY BOONE       SAM EVANS           FIONA LI           COOPER SMITH
GARLAND BORLENGHI EMILY FESTE        TUCKER LLOYD       MICA SOSA
LUCY BRADWELL     MACKENZIE FISCHRUPP OLIVIA MARZETTA     BRIANNA SPEIZER
OLIVIA BRITT      CALLIE POSTER       DANA HASLAMANI +  ELLA KATHRYN STARNES
BELLE BROWN       KINLIE FRESHWATER   WELLES MASON       JAYDEN STEWART
CECILE BROWN      ANDREW GAY          CALVIN MASTERS     ARDEN STOOPS
DALTON BROWN      MATTHEW GIBSON      SOPHIA McCREARY    ASHLYN STUCKY
EMMA BROWN        CHLOE GLICKMAN      BRENNAN McDaniel   HANA SUCI
KENYELE BROWN     SANJANA GOWDA       ISHIQA MERCHANT    IAN SUNNY
STEVEN BROWN      MADISON GREABER     SKYLA MINICK       BRENTON SYKES
VICTORIA BROWN    AIDAN GRIMES        KEEGAN MOEHLER     HARRY TEAR
BENJAMIN BUDDEN   ANNA GRIMES         SARA MOELLER        REAGAN TRAN
CAROLINE BUNKE    WILLIAM GRIMES      JESSICA MORSE      REBEKAH TRAPPELL
JAKE CARLAMAGNO   AVERY GUNTER        JONATHAN MURRAY    MARY-ELIZABETH TURNER
ETHAN CARROLL     HENRY GUNTER        PREEHITH NARAHARI  MADISON TYSON
LANEY CARTER      GRACE HAGGERTY     REBECCA NATHAN      ANNA CLAIRE VICKERS
KIANA CASTELLANO + LAUREN HAMES       ANNABELLE NEW      KAITLYN WALLACE
GIGI CATES        CAILEA HANNIGAN     SOFIA NOTARANTONIO GABBY WARNICK
CELESTE CAVALLO   ELLA HARPER         SHION OKAWA        BETHANY WATSON
LUIZA CESAR       ALEXA HARRIS        GABRIELLA ORTIZ    PRESTON WEEKS
ERIC CHAMBERLAIN  KRISTINE HARRIS     GISSETTE ORTIZ     SEAN WITTREICH +
MOLLY CHAPMAN     KENNETH HENDRICKS   GRACIE ORTIZ        DANIELLE YUCIUS
NELL CHETRIT      ADDY HOLLARAN      PRESTON PARKER     FRANCESCA ZEI
CECILIA CHILDERS  GRACE HOYTE         LAYLA PATEL        MAY ZHENG
AINSLEY CLARK     MAYA IVY             CLARA PAULSEN
KINLEY CLINE      TAYLOR JARKINS      OLIVIA PAVENTO

Select Women's Ensemble

LYNDSEY ADKISSON ^+ PARKER HILL
EMILY ALLEN       RYA HOLLARAN
LILY AYCOCK       TORI HOPKINS
JILLIAN BOLGOLA   LINDSAY JENSON
JORDAN BRENNAN    MARTA KNAPP
SARAH BURWELL     NICOLE KOSTAKOS ^
NATALIE CARLAMAGNO ^+ HANNA LEE
SARAH CASTILLO    KATHRYN LESTER
KARLI CUTHRELL ^   LUCY MARSHALL
OLIVIA CUTHRELL   JEANNETTE MARTINEZ ^
MAGGIE DeCASTRO   SABRINA NGUYEN
ISABELLA DECKER ^  ABBY NOLDY ^
COURTNEY DEFOOR   REBECCA OLIVER ^
MAYA DOUTRE       SYDNEY PARKER
EMMA-KATE ELWART  SOPHIA PAVENTO ^
AMANDA ERNO ^      MADDIE PIERCE ^
PAIGE FARRELL ^   SARAYU RAMACHANDRA
EMMA FRASER       GEORGIA ROOD ^
CHANING GOTTEMAKER ANSLEIGH SEAY ^
KAYE GRESHAM      PRIA SHARMA ^
ANNE HAUGHTON ^   SARAH TRAPPELL ^
SYDNEY HELTON     ROSE WAGLEY
JULIA HENDERSON   EMMA WHITE ^

A Cappella

KAREENA BAKSHANI ^ EMMA HORTIN ^+
LEAH BANKO *       DANIEL HWANG
SYDNEY BARRETT    GREYSON KERN ^
GABRIELLE BELL +  ANYA KURUP ^+
AUDREY BURGESS +  BRUCE LAZARAKIS ^
TYLER CARTHRON ^  MATTHEW MAGGARD ^
LUKE CRISLER      ANNA MUCHUKOT ^
ALEX CRISS        ELIZABETH MURPHY ^
ALLISON DOBO ^    GABRIELA PELLEGRINI ^+
JACK DOLLAR ^     BRADLEY RUDY
AUSTIN DOWNEY ^   MEGAN SANSOTERRA
MICHAEL DRILLING  NAIRITA SIDDIQUI ^+
ALEX ERGAS ^      KAITLYN TALSKY ^
GABE EVANS        SHILOH THOMAS-WILKINSON ^
CHRISTY GARLOCK ^ TEJAS VEEDHULUR ^
ISABEL GHAZAL ^   RIYA VEMANA ^+
DAVID HARRIS *    LUC WAGNER +
COOPER HASELEY ^  ELIZA WHITE +
JUSTIN HILL      NATALIE WOLFF ^
SHELBY HOLIHAN ^  ZAIM ZIBRAN ^+

* Chorus Officer   ^ Walon Tour Choir
^ Teacher Apprentice   ^ Auditioning for All-State
Bel Canto

MADISON AMMONS ^
JENNA ARENDSSEN ^
ABBY BAFS
ARYN BAILEY
SOPHIE BARRETT
ANNA BELIN *
SARAH BITTNER
NAJ BLACK
HANNAH BOSS ^
ASHLEY BUONO
ELLA CARAWAY
ELLIE KATE CLINE *
CC CUMBERLEDGE
ELIZABETH CURRY
BROOKE DEAN
WHITNEY DEFOOR
MADELINE DUNNING
NORAH DUSACK
JAMIE EPSSTEIN
EMONI EVerson ^
MORGANN FAY
ROSE FLORES
SOPHIE FRIEND
GABRIELLE GODFREY
SOPHIA GOLDEMUND
CAROLINE GUICHARD

AVA GURULE
Greta Hans
ANSLEY HARRISON
CAITLIN HASSAN
TARA HAUGHTY
SADIE HIXON
GIGI HOLIHAN
CAITLIN HOSKYN
OLIVIA HUDSON ^
CAITLIN JAILLET
ANNALIA JANSONS
MACKENNA JENKINS
MADDIE JONES
REINA KAWAHITO
NATILEE KIM ^
EMMA KLOESS ^
ALLYSON KOLEAR
SARAH KREIDER
HANNAH LANDIS
RYAN LANDROCHE
RILEY LANGE
EMILY LAWSON
EMMA LEE
EMMA LINCOLN ^
KENNEDY LITTLE
ABBY LLOYD

JULIA MARINO ^
TAYLOR MATTSON
ELLA McALVANAH
KADENCE McCALLA
LAWSON MOLEOD
EMILY MCNEICE
LAURA MIDDLETON *
JULIANA MINETOS
ANA MOCKLAR
KATE MUCHUKOT
SINDEY NABINGER
BAG NARWATE
KATIE O'BRIEN
HANNAH OGRABISZ
LINDSEY OLLANOVE
BECCA PADEN ^
SOPHIE PARKER
ANSLEY PETERSON ^
ISABEL PROVENZANO
KATELYN QUINN ^
DIANA RANKE
RAMITA RATHORE
SHAY RAZ
KELSEY READER
CLARA ROBERTSON *
ELLA ROCHE

ELISA ROSENTHAL ^
JILLIAN ROSENTHAL
CHLOE ROTH
MYA SANCORE
ELLA SANDERS
GRACE SANSOTERRA
ELLIE SCHAD
KATHRINE SERVAES ^
SIMI SHARMA
MIA SHOLOTA
McGLAUN SIMMONS
SANJANA SRIDHARMURTHY
PEYTON STANNARD ^
AYER STORM
LAUREN TIFFIN
RYA VEMANA ^
ALLIE WATKINS
GRAYCE WEST
ASHON WILLIS
MARGO WILSON
KATE WISNESKII
ISABELLA YOO

Camerata Singers

LAILA ALLEN
ALYSSA APRILL ^
SAM BALBOA ^
COLE BARBER ^
LAUREN BATSON
KRISTOFFER BO-O
CLAIRE BOUSQUET
HANNAH BOWEN ^
CADEN BROWN
HAILEY BROWN
EMMA KATE CARTER
NOAH CASTILLO
ELLEN CHAMBERLAIN *
CAROLINE CHITLIK
JOSH COOK
WILLIAM COOPER
EVAN CROWELL
CARTER CUMMINGS
ANDREW CURRENT
GREYSON DALY
OLIVIA DAO ^
JOSLYN DELINE ^
WILL DEWITT
MADDY DunAWAY
SOPHIA EMMENEGGER
SOFIA ESTRELLA
TAYLOR EVANS

SOPHIE FAUST
MOLLIE FEINBERG *
EMILY FEREN ^
BANKS FULLERTON
MICHAEL GAGLIANO ^
BRADLEY GEIGER
ARIEL GOLDT
OLIVIA GREEN
OLIVIA HEINRICHS ^
ADAM HENRY *
THOMAS HERRERA ^
ANNA HUNT
HAILEY HURST ^
PETRINA INSERRA
JOANNE ISAAC
GABBY JAMES *
SARA JAMES
ANNA JARKINS
ALYSSA KEATON ^
TONY KEATON
KAITLYN KELL ^
AUBRAY KREIDER
ANNA NEAL LEACH
MIA LEIBOU
JACOB LOGGINS ^
MADDIE MALCOLM **
CAROLINE MASON ^
RYAN MESSANA
DREW MICHALAK
JOHN MICHALAK
LEAH MIHELICK
HARRY MINTZ
JUSTIN MORAN
MAXWELL MOREY
MATTHEW MURPHY ^
PETER MURPHY ^
RACHEL NATHAN *
CONNOR OLD
IZZIE PADEN
DEVEN Patel
L.B. PETERSON
ELLIE PHENIX
REBECCA POLLOCK
CONNOR PYBURN
HANNAH RAMEY
NOAM RAZ
ALLY RICHARDS
ASHLEY ROBINSON ^
OLIVIA SAEUX ^
COLE SEELEY
NICOLE SHAW
LINDSAY SHELTON ^
ARCHITA SHRIVASTAVA ^
ZACH SHUBER

ELISE SIMPSON ^
PRANAY SISTLA
ALEX SOLOV
NINA STALLWORTH
EMILY STEIN
LAINE SURDYKOWSKI ^
KAYLA TAITZ
NANDITA THAYILL ^
PAIGE TOWLER
LEENA TRAN
PARIS TRAN
ETHAN TREADWAY
PATRICK TREADWELL
ANSLEY TURNER
RIA UPPALAPATI
KATIE VALLEY ^
MAKEENA VILLONE
LANIE WARNICK
SHAYNA WHITEFORD
JILLIAN WHITTINGTON ^
IVY WILLIAMS
MEGAN WOODY ^
MICHAEL WYSE
ANNA BLAIRE YOBS ^

* Chorus Officer  ^Walton Tour Choir » Teacher Apprentice + Auditioning for All-State
Thank You, Walton Chorus Boosters, for your generous support!
You keep us singing!

Platinum ($2000+)
John & Amy Chastain
The Haseley Family
The Seay Family
The Sheldon Family

Gold ($1000-$1999)
John & Shawn Belin
The Dao Family
The Rice Family

Silver ($750-$999)
Scott and Tracy Aiken

Bronze ($500-$749)
Patti and Tony Boss
Tony and Ju Castellano
The Cumberledge Family
Mr. And Mrs. Arthur Gibson
Cara & Louis Herrera
Glynis & Brian Holihan
Kaylene & Lou Ladinsky-Rudy
Jerry and Chris Murphy
Nairita's family
Ashley and Sean Sanders
The Sansoterra Family
Dana & Brian Stannard
Michael & Marianne Trapnell
Stephanie and David Yucius

Patron ($250-$499)
Mrs. Linda Allen
Aycock Family
Jeff and Jennifer Brown
Noé and Rachel Castillo
The Cavallo Family
Jeff and Amy Crowell
George & Michelle Dober
Rad and Helen Downey
Catherine & Mitch Ergas
The Fay Family
Mr. and Mrs. Feren
Rick and Shelly Foster
Tony and Kelli Garlock
Vince & Val Green

Steve and Linda Heinrichs
Neal and Lori Hollaran
Samantha Hudson
Anthea Isaie
Erik and Emily Jarkins
Dale and Tamara Karrh
Rick & Rhonda Knabb
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Knapp
Kurup Family
The Leslie Family
John and Ann Maggard
Jim and Crissy Marino
Ms. Robin Marzetta
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Masters
Todd and Lesley Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Okawa
Mike and Jennifer Oliver
Frank and Renata Pellegrini
John and Victoria Porter
Provenzano Family
The Puri Family
The Ramey Family
Kara and Ed Searcy
Mark and Karen Seeley
The Stein Family
Andrew & Paula Surdykovski
The Uppalapati Family
Liz Wagner
Matt and Abbie White
Mr. and Mrs Zei

Friends ($100-$249)
The Alterman Family
Mary and Steve Aprill
Vince and Poonam Bakshani
Dave & Molly Banko
Phalene Bell
Tim & Julie Bowen
Mike & Kim Burgett
Ken & Carolyn Cooper
Jeanne and Brian Cuthrell
Katie DeCastro
Mike and Donna Dunham
The Erno Family
Frank and Bonnie Gagliano
The Guichard Family
Grace, Karen & Brent Haggerty
The Green Family
The Greta Hans Family
The Harris Family
Henry Family
Hill Family
John and Tara Hurst
Inserra Family
The Leach Family
John and Laurie Moeller
Kathy Notarantonio
Ms. Tamara Reader
The Robertson Family
Susan Sawicki
The Shaw Family
The Redman-Solov Family
Sandeep Thayil
Mr. and Mrs. Brad Turner
Jeffrey and Amy Valley
Chris & Tiffany Whittington
The Wilson Family
Stacy and Kevin Wolff
Kevin & Rebecca Woody

Sponsor ($50-$99)
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Batson
Carla and Jeff Bradwell
The Brennan Family
The Burwell family
Mark & Maria Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Dewitt
Mr. and Mrs. Nguyen
The Pyburn Family
Nicole and Michael Simpson
Veedhulur
Raider Singers is our 153 voice choir of male and female students in their first year of Walton Chorus.

Bel Canto is Italian for "beautiful singing" and also a method of singing with a beautiful tome that we employ with all of our choirs. Our Bel Canto is comprised of 10th grade women.

Camerata Singers (Italian for guild or society of people that specializes - in our case, a guild of choral singers) is our 108 voice choir of men, grades 10-12 and women, grades 11-12.

Select Women's Ensemble is our auditioned choir of women in grades 10-12.

A Cappella (Italian for the style of singing without instrumental accompaniment) is our choir of men and women in grades 10-12 who complete the most rigorous audition process.

Men's Ensemble is our choir consisting of the men from all of our choirs.

Varsity Women is our advanced ensemble comprised of the eleventh and twelfth grade sopranos and altos in A Capella and Camerata Singers.

---

**Upcoming Dates**

November 1  Walton Chorus sings at Homecoming Pep Rally
November 9  All State Chorus Regional Auditions, Woodland HS, Cartersville
December 5  6 & 8 pm - Holiday Concert at Walton High School Theater
February 1  Silent Auction / Fashion Show Fundraiser
February 6  Tour Choir Meeting - Chorus Room - Chaperone(6pm) & Parent(7pm)
February 14  Tour Choir: Paris/Normandy

---

**Walton Choral Booster Officers**

President ......................................................... Jennifer Oliver
VP, Booster Relations ............................... Nicole Robertson
VP, Administration & Volunteers .............. Kat Wilson
Treasurer ....................................................... Kristin Erno
Secretary ...................................................... Abbie White
Uniforms ......................................................... Michelle Dobos
Refreshments Tiffany Whittington, Tara Hurst
Programs ......................................................... Rebecca Woody
Fashion Show ........................................... Glynis Holihan, Julie Bowen
Technology Chair ................................. Jeff Adkisson
Dodge Liaison ............................................. Tiffany Whittington
Dickerson Liaison ........................................ Jackie Roche

---

**Translations**

**Lux aeterna - Eternal Light**

Let eternal light shine on them, Lord,
as with Your saints in eternity,
because You are merciful.

Grant them eternal rest, Lord,
and let perpetual light shine on them,
as with Your saints in eternity,
because You are merciful.

**Hohomonolofatsa - Bless you in the name of the Father**

**Sih’t Khalaq - Creative Magic**

Creative magic
Music inspires me
Music and rhythm are my inspiration,
(Which piece employs Arabic rhythm, textures and style to
explore the type of magic that exists in making music.)

**Muusika - Music**

Somewhere in the original harmony must exist,
hidden somewhere in the vast wilds.
In Earth's mighty firmament,
in the far reaches of swirling galaxies,
in sunshine,
in a little flower, in the song of a forest,
in the music of a mother's voice,
or in teardrops -
somewhere, immortality endures,
and the original harmony will be found.
How else could it have formed
in human hearts - music?

**Ubi caritas et amore - Where charity and love are**

Where charity and love are, God is there.
Christ's love has gathered us into one.
Let us rejoice and be pleased in Him.
Let us fear, and let us love the living God.
And may we love each other with a sincere heart.
Amen.